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Decidable entailment checking for concurrent

separation logic with fractional permissions

Yeonseok Lee, Koji Nakazawa

We propose a subsystem of concurrent separation logic with fractional permissions introduced by Brotherston
et al. Separation logic is an extension of Hoare logic that reasons about programs using shared mutable data.
This logic has separating conjunction asserting that its subformulas hold for separated (disjoint) parts in
the heap. Fractional permissions manage access permission of shared resources between concurrent threads.
Brotherston et al. introduced an extension of concurrent separation logic with fractional permissions, but
they did not discuss the decidability of logic. The heart of this paper is restricting formulas of the system
to symbolic heaps. We argue that our system has sufficient expressiveness by showing some examples. We
prove the decidability of the entailment checking for our system by normalization of formulas. We eliminate
permissions by normalization, and therefore we can reduce the entailment checking problem to the existing
decidable one.

1 Introduction

1. 1 Background

Hoare triples are of the form tP u C tQu, where

P is the precondition and Q is the postcondition

for the program C, respectively. Separation Logic

[20] based on Hoare logic enables modular proofs

of programs which operate pointers by reasoning

separated (disjoint) portion of heap via separating

conjunction (˚). For example, P ˚R means that P

and R hold in two disjoint parts, respectively. A

key point of this logic is the Frame rule
tP u C tQu

tP ˚Ru C tQ ˚Ru
,

making local reasoning possible. We can check that

the condition R can coexist if the program C does

not affect R. This characteristic can increase scala-

bility for more complex problems. There are many

verification tools whose logical base is Separation
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Logic, such as Infer by Facebook [13], Smallfoot [3],

VeriFast [17] and Space Invader [15].

Concurrent separation logic is an extension of

separation logic designed to prove concurrent pro-

grams [8]. The Parallel rule
tP1u C1 tQ1u tP2u C2 tQ2u

tP1 ˚ P2u C1 ∥ C2 tQ1 ˚Q2u

deals multiple threads sharing the same memory.

This rule says that two threads C1 and C2 run

concurrently on disjoint memory resources P1 ˚P2,

then after two threads terminate safely, the result

becomes Q1 ˚Q2.

Mostly, threads in concurrent programs share

some resources, and we have to manage permission

of the resources to be writable or read-only on them.

If two or more threads want to update some shared

variables and write over them disorderly, then a dis-

astrous situation of data-race can happen. One of

the solutions is using fractional permissions [6]. If

a permission value is 1, then the thread can write.

If a permission value is less than 1 and greater than

0, then the thread can only read. For the permis-



sion values 0.999 and 0.001, things that the threads

can do are the same; read-only.

Permission is managed by splitting or merging

permission values. To merge permission values,

we use weak separating conjunction (f) which also

holds in overlapped formulas [9]. This means that

heaps are overlapped and they must agree on the

data value and permissions at the overlapping lo-

cations are merged [6] [9].

Brotherston et al. [9] say that splitting a permis-

sion value is easy, but joining one is not. The fol-

lowing is an example in [9]. Let A be the formula

x ÞÑ a _ y ÞÑ b. A1.0 |ù A0.5 f A0.5 holds. In-

tuitively, this formula means that a writable heap

can be split into two read-only heaps. However,

A0.5 f A0.5*A1.0. The LHS can be satisfied when

px ÞÑ aq0.5 and py ÞÑ bq0.5. However, RHS requires

px ÞÑ aq1.0 or py ÞÑ bq1.0.

To solve this problem, we should denote a heap

saving information that two copied heaps come

from the same heap. Brotherston et al. introduced

nominal label of Hybrid Logic [5] to solve the prob-

lem. We can denote a specific heap by labeling the

formula A with the label α and add permissions

when we prove concurrent programs [9]. Therefore,

A0.5fA0.5*A1.0, but pA^αq0.5fpA^αq0.5|ùpA^

αq1.0.

1. 2 Motivation

Entailment checking problem is important for ev-

ery Hoare-style verification procedure. Given two

formulas A and B, this procedure checks A |ù B,

i.e., whether every model of A is also a model of B

or not. In general the entailment checking problem

is undecidable [1], and there are papers showing de-

cidable entailment checking with some restrictions

of predicates [16] [4] [18]. Brotherston et al. did not

discuss decidability of entailment checking problem

of their system in [9].

Formulas of [16] [4] [18] are restricted to the sym-

bolic heaps. The symbolic heaps are formulas of

the form Π ^ Σ where Π is a pure (boolean) for-

mula and Σ is a ˚-combination of heap predicates

(spatial formulas). For convenience, we write Π ¦ Σ

for Π ^ Σ. These formulas make the analogy with

the in-place aspect of concrete heaps apparent [4]

and serve as the basis of various automated veri-

fication tools such as Infer [13] and Verifast [17],

etc.

1. 3 Contributions

Our research proposes a subsystem SLSH
LP of

the system in [9] by restricting formulas to sym-

bolic heaps, and proves decidablity of the entail-

ment checking in the system. We restrict formu-

las in [9] to symbolic heaps by the equivalence

Σ ^ α ” @αΣ ¦ α. Here, @αΣ means Σ is true

in the heap denoted by the label α [9]. That is, we

rewrite labeled spatial formula (Σ ^ α) as a corre-

sponding symbolic heap (@αΣ ¦ α).

We prove two concurrent programs to show ex-

pressiveness of our subsystem. The first program

has two threads that read list segment lspx, yq in

parallel. The second one reads two different list

segments lspx, yq and lspa, bq and there are nested

concurrent threads.

We do entailment checking after the normaliza-

tion of symbolic heaps. Our normalization proce-

dure executes calculating permission values of each

label. A normal form is f-free and each label ap-

pears at most once. For instance, let us check an

entailment

Π ¦ pα0.2
f α0.3

q ˚ Σ
?
$ Π1 ¦ α0.1

f pα0.4
˚ Σ1q,

where Σ and Σ1 are label-free. After normalizing

the entailment, we get the normal form

Π ¦ α0.5
˚ Σ $ Π1 ¦ α0.5

˚ Σ1.

Then, we check the entailment relations between

the normal forms. We show that our entailment

problem is decidable by reducing our one to exist-

ing decidable one [16] [21].



2 CSL with labels and permissions

We recall the system SLLP in [9]. Here LP

stands for Label and Permissions.

Permission values. Permission values are

rational numbers π such that 0 ă π ď 1 holds

[7]. Perm is the set of permission values. Intu-

itively, π “ 1 means writable permission, that is,

mutation and deallocation of the value are allowed.

0 ă π ă 1 means read-only permission, that is,

only referring to the value is allowed and mutation

or deallocation of the value is not allowed.

2. 1 Syntax of SLLP

Definition 2.1 (Formulas of SLLP ).

Var “ tx, y, ...u is the set of variables. Label “

tα, β, γ, ...u is the set of labels. FV pBq is a set of

free variables in B.

The terms and formulas of SLLP are defined as

follows.

t ::“ nil | x terms

B ::“ t “ s pure atoms

| ␣B | B ^B Boolean operations

| emp | x ÞÑ y | lspx, yq spatial atoms

| Bπ | α | @αB perms and labels

| B ˚B | B fB separating conjunction

| B ´̊ B | B f́ B separating implication
Pure atoms. Pure atoms deal with equalities

and disequalities between variables.

Spatial atoms. emp means empty heap. x ÞÑ y

means points-to fact, that is, x points to a cell con-

taining y. lspx, yq is linked list segment from x to

y, which is maybe cyclic.

Perms and Labels. Bπ means "π share" of

the formula B. @αB means B is true in the heap

denoted by the label α.

Separating conjunction. ˚ is the separating

conjunction, which means that heaps are disjoint.

f is weak separating conjunction different from ˚

in that this can also describe overlapped heaps. f

also adds permissions at overlapping heaps, e.g.

α0.5 f α0.5 |ù α1.0.

Separating implication. Separating implica-

tion (magic wand) asserts that to extend the heap

with a disjoint part satisfying its first argument re-

sults in a heap satisfying its second argument [20].

´̊ and f́ are the implications adjoint to ˚ and f.

2. 2 Semantics of SLLP

Permission heap model (s, h, ρ). A stack is

a function s : VarÑ Val. Val “ N is the set of val-

ues. A stack s is extended to terms by spnilq “ 0.

A permission heap (p-heap) is a finite partial

function h : Loc Ñfin Val ˆ Perm from locations

to permission-value pairs. Loc is the set of address-

able locations. We suppose that Loc Ă Val and

0 R Loc. PHeap is the set of all p-heaps.

We write domphq for the domain of h, that is, the

set of addressable locations where h is defined. We

define the multiplication π ‚h of a permission heap

h by a permission value π by

pπ ‚ hqplq “ pv, π ˆ π1q if hplq “ pv, π1q.

A valuation is a function ρ : Label Ñ PHeap.

Here, we assume that different labels denote dis-

joint heaps. That is, if α ‰ β then dompρpαqq X

dompρpβqq “ H.

Strong heap composition. Two permission

heaps h1 and h2 are disjoint when domph1q X

domph2q “ H. The strong composition h1 ˝ h2 of

two disjoint permission heaps h1 and h2 is defined

as

ph1 ˝ h2qplq “

$

’

&

’

%

h1plq if l R domph2q

h2plq if l R domph1q.
If h1 and h2 are not disjoint then h1 ˝ h2 is unde-

fined.

Weak heap composition. Two permission

heaps h1 and h2 are compatible when for all l P

domph1q X domph2q such that h1plq “ pv1, π1q and

h2plq “ pv2, π2q, v1 “ v2 and π1 ` π2 ď 1 hold.



s, h, ρ |ù x “ y ô spxq “ spyq

s, h, ρ |ù ␣B ô s, h, ρ * B

s, h, ρ |ù A ^ B ô s, h, ρ |ù A and s, h, ρ |ù B

s, h, ρ |ù J ô always holds

s, h, ρ |ù emp ô domphq “ H

s, h, ρ |ù x ÞÑ y ô domphq “ spxq and

hpspxqq “ pspyq, 1q

s, h, ρ |ù lspx, yq ô s, h, ρ |ù ls
npx, yq for some n

s, h, ρ |ù ls
0px, yq ô never holds

s, h, ρ |ù ls
npx, yq ô spxq “ spyq ^ domphq “ H

(for n ą 0) or

Da P Val

srz :“ as, h, ρ |ù x ÞÑ z ˚ ls
npz, yq

s, h, ρ |ù Bπ ô Dh1.h “ π ‚ h1

and s, h1, ρ |ù B

s, h, ρ |ù α ô h “ ρpαq

s, h, ρ |ù @αB ô s, ρpαq, ρ |ù B

s, h, ρ |ù A ˚ B ô Dh1, h2.h “ h1 ˝ h2 and

s, h1, ρ |ù A and s, h2, ρ |ù B

s, h, ρ |ù A f B ô Dh1, h2.h “ h1 ˝ h2 and

s, h1, ρ |ù A and s, h2, ρ |ù B

s, h, ρ |ù A ´̊ B ô @h1. if h ˝ h1 defined and

s, h1, ρ |ù A then s, h ˝ h1, ρ |ù B

s, h, ρ |ù A f́ B ô @h1. if h ˝ h1 defined and

s, h1, ρ |ù A then s, h ˝ h1, ρ |ù B

Figure1 The satisfaction relation for SLLP

The weak composition h1 ˝ h2 of two compatible

permission heaps h1 and h2 is defined as defined as

follows.

ph1 ˝ h2qplq “

$

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

&

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

%

pv, π1 ` π2q if h1plq “ pv, π1q

and h2plq “ pv, π2q

h1plq if l R domph2q

h2plq if l R domph1q.
If h1 and h2 are not compatible then h1 ˝ h2 unde-

fined.

Definition 2.2 (Semantics of SLLP ). The satis-

faction relation s, h, ρ |ù B for SLLP is defined in

Figure 1, where lsn for n P N are auxiliary predi-

cates for inductive definition of ls. A |ù B means

that every permission heap models (s, h, ρ) satisfy-

ing the formula A also satisfies B. A ” B holds iff

A |ù B and B |ù A.

x ÞÑ y is points-to fact whose permission value

is 1.0 as default. The predicate lspx, yq expresses

possibly-cyclic list segments. For example, x ÞÑ

y ˚ y ÞÑ x |ù lspx, xq holds.

2. 3 Logical principles

Brotherston et al. [9] establish some logical en-

tailments and equivalences of SLLP w.r.t. separat-

ing conjunctions (˚ and f), fractional permissions

and nominal labels.

Lemma 2.1 ( [9]). We have the following.
A ˚B ” B ˚A A ˚ emp ” A

AfB ” B fA Af emp ” A

Af pB f Cq ” pAfBq f C

A ˚ pB ˚ Cq ” pA ˚Bq ˚ C

A ˚B |ù AfB

Lemma 2.2 (Permission division and combination

[9]). For all labels α and permission values π and

σ, the following formulas hold.
απ f ασ ” απ`σ (`)

απ`σ |ù απ f ασ (Split f)

απ f ασ |ù απ`σ (Join f)
We use (Split f) and (Join f) to reason con-

current scene. For example, let us say that a shared

variable is labeled by label α. Then, if two concur-

rent threads want to use the variable, then we ex-

press that each thread has α0.5. It means that each

thread has read-only permission of the variable.

Lemma 2.3 (f{˚ distribution [9]). For any per-

mission heaps h1, h2, h3 and h4 s.t. ph1 ˝ h2q ˝

ph3 ˝ h4q is defined, then the following hold.

ph1 ˝ h2q ˝ ph3 ˝ h4q “ ph1 ˝ h3q ˝ ph2 ˝ h4q

pAfBq ˚ pC fDq ” pA ˚ Cq f pB ˚Dq

3 Symbolic heaps with labels and per-
missions

We show our fragment SLSH
LP restricting the for-

mulas of SLLP to the symbolic heaps. Here, SH

stands for Symbolic Heap.

3. 1 Symbolic heaps

Definition 3.1 (Spatial formulas). Spatial formu-



las of SLSH
LP are defined as follows.

S ::“ x ÞÑ y | lspx, yq spatial atoms

Σ´ ::“ emp | S | Σ´ ˚ Σ´ label-free

Σ ::“ απ | Σ´ | Σ ˚ Σ | Σf Σ spatial formulas
In SLSH

LP , permission values less than 1 are al-

lowed only with labels απ, and permission values in

spatial atoms are 1 as default. Σ´ contains neither

labels nor f.

Definition 3.2 (Pure formulas). Pure formulas of

SLSH
LP are defined as follows.
P ::“ x “ y | x ‰ y | @αΣ

´ pure atoms

Π ::“ J | P | Π^Π pure formula
We can notice that label α only denotes a label-

free formula Σ´.

Definition 3.3 (Symbolic heaps). Symbolic heaps

of SLSH
LP are defined as follows.

φ :“ Π ¦ Σ

We suppose that for a symbolic heap Π ¦ Σ, @αΣ
´

appears in Π exactly once for each label α in Σ. The

semantics of Π ¦ Σ is the same as Π^ Σ.

For instance, @αΣ1 ^ @αΣ2 ¦ α having two @α

formulas for label α is not allowed as a symbolic

heap. @αΣ1 ¦ α ˚ β that does not have a @β for-

mula for label β is not allowed.

Lemma 3.1 (Label Introduction). For any label-

free spatial formula Σ´ and any label α, the follow-

ing holds.

α^ Σ´ ” @αΣ
´ ¦ α

Proof. Let s, h and ρ be given and we have
s, h, ρ |ù α^ Σ´

ô s, h, ρ |ù α and s, h, ρ |ù Σ´

ô h “ ρpαq and s, h, ρ |ù Σ´

ô s, ρpαq, ρ |ù Σ´ and h “ ρpαq

ô s, h, ρ |ù @αΣ
´ ¦ α.

Lemma 3.2 (Label Elimination). For any pure

formula Π, label-free spatial formula Σ´, label α,

the following holds.

@αΣ
´
^Π ¦ α ˚ Σ |ù Π ¦ Σ´ ˚ Σ

Proof. Let s, h and ρ be given and we have

s, h, ρ |ù @αΣ
´ ^Π ¦ α ˚ Σ

ô s, h, ρ |ù @αΣ
´ and s, h, ρ |ù Π and

Dh1, h2.h “ h1 ˝ h2 and

s, h1, ρ |ù α and s, h2, ρ |ù Σ

ô s, ρpαq, ρ |ù Σ´ and s, h, ρ |ù Π and

Dh1, h2.h “ h1 ˝ h2 and

h1 “ ρpαq and s, h2, ρ |ù Σ

ñ s, h, ρ |ù Π and Dh1, h2.h “ h1 ˝ h2 and

s, h1, ρ |ù Σ´ and s, h2, ρ |ù Σ

ô s, h, ρ |ù Π ¦ Σ´ ˚ Σ

3. 2 Proof rules

We introduce proof rules based on [9] in Figure

2, where ModVarspCq is the set of variables that

program C may update them.

The original Frame rule in [9] is also applica-

ble in labeled spatial formulas and spatial formulas

within @ formulas in pure part in a symbolic heap.

We will call these rules as (Frame Label) and

(Frame @). Frame Label rule excludes the la-

bel α and @αΣ1. Frame @ rule excludes Σ1 in

@αpΣ1 ˚ Σ2q. The label of @ formula becomes a

fresh label β because the labeled spatial formula is

changed from Σ1 ˚ Σ2 to Σ2.

4 Examples of Concurrent program
verification

This section, we prove two concurrent programs

in our fragment. The first example is from [9] [19].

We give the second one to show the expressiveness

of our system in a scene of multiple and nested

concurrent threads. In proof, we write captions for

derivations of formulas by proof rule in red letters

(e.g. pFrame Labelq) and the ones by logical en-



pFrame ˚qpbq

tΠ ¦ Σu C tΠ1 ¦ Σ1u

tΠ ¦ Σ ˚ Σ1u C tΠ
1 ¦ Σ1 ˚ Σ1u

pFrame fqpbq

tΠ ¦ Σu C tΠ1 ¦ Σ1u

tΠ ¦ Σf Σ1u C tΠ
1 ¦ Σ1 f Σ1u

pFrame Labelqp:,bq

tΠ ¦ Σu C tΠ1 ¦ Σ1u

t@αΣ1 ^Π ¦ α ˚ Σu C t@αΣ1 ^Π1 ¦ α ˚ Σ1u

pFrame @qp;,bq

t@βΣ2 ^Π ¦ Σu C t@βΣ2 ^Π1 ¦ Σ1u

t@αpΣ1 ˚ Σ2q ^Π ¦ Σu C t@αpΣ1 ˚ Σ2q ^Π1 ¦ Σ1u

pParallelqpmq

tΠ1 ¦ Σ1u C1 tΠ1
1 ¦ Σ1

1
u tΠ2 ¦ Σ2u C2 tΠ2

1 ¦ Σ2
1
u

tΠ1 ^Π2 ¦ Σ1 f Σ2u C1 ∥ C2 tΠ1
1
^Π2

1 ¦ Σ1
1
f Σ2

1
u

(b) : ModVarspCq X FV pΣ1q “ H

(:) : α is fresh

(;) : α and β are fresh

(m) : ModVarspC2qXpFV pΠ1 ¦ Σ1qYFV pΠ1
1 ¦ Σ1

1qq “ ModVarspC1qXpFV pΠ2 ¦ Σ2qYFV pΠ2
1 ¦ Σ2

1qq “ H

Figure2 Frame rules and Parallel rule

tailment in green letters (e.g. pJoin fq).

Our proofs employ the standard proof rules of

Concurrent Separation Logic [8], and new ones in

Figure 2.

4. 1 Parallel read

Consider the program

C1 “ foo (x, y) || foo (x, y).

Here, foo (x, y) only reads list segments lspx, yq,

so whose specification is t@αlspx, yq ¦ απu

foo(x,y) t@αlspx, yq ¦ απu for any π. C1

reads list segments lspx, yq concurrently by us-

ing foo (x, y) of each thread. The proof of

tJ ¦ lspx, yqu C1 tJ ¦ lspx, yqu is in Figure 3.

The proof uses the basic operations of SLLP : la-

beling a formula with label α, splitting permission

values of α and joining them again. We do labeling

a formula J ¦ lspx, yq with α by (Label Intro).

Then, we split permission values of α by (Split f)

to give read-only permission to two parallel threads

executing foo(x, y) respectively. After the paral-

lel call, the two copies (@αlspx, yq ¦ α0.5) are joined

back together (@αlspx, yq ¦ α0.5 f α0.5) because

they have the same label α. With (Join f) rule,

tJ ¦ lspx, yqu

t@αlspx, yq ¦ αu pLabel Introq of α

t@αlspx, yq ¦ α0.5 f α0.5u pSplit fq of α

t@αlspx, yq ¦ α0.5u t@αlspx, yq ¦ α0.5u pParq

foo (x, y) foo (x, y)

t@αlspx, yq ¦ α0.5u t@αlspx, yq ¦ α0.5u

t@αlspx, yq ¦ α0.5 f α0.5u pParq

t@αlspx, yq ¦ αu pJoin fq of α

tJ ¦ lspx, yqu (Label Elimination) of α

Figure3 Proof of the program in Section 4. 1

we can calculate α0.5 f α0.5 to α1.0. Finally, we

eliminate label α in the formula by (Label Elim-

ination) because we end proving the concurrent

scene.

Main difference between labeling style of SLLP

(α^ lspx, yq) and one of SLSH
LP (@αlspx, yq ¦ α) is

that our system can maintain the form of symbolic

heap after labeling.

4. 2 Nested parallel read

Consider the program.



foo (x,y) ||

foo (x,y); ( foo (a,b) || foo (a,b) )

This program deals two different list segments

lspx, yq and lspa, bq. There are two main concur-

rent threads. One thread only reads lspx, yq by

foo (x,y). The other one first deals lspx, yq by

foo (x,y) and processes lspa, bq with foo (a,b)

|| foo (a,b) sequentially. There is a proof of this

program in Figure 4.

lspx, yq and lspa, bq are labeled with α and β, re-

spectively. In the first parallel scene, α is split, and

the right thread has @βlspa, bq and β because left

thread does not deal lspa, bq. In the second parallel

scene, @αlspx, yq and α are excluded by (Frame

Label) because both nested concurrent threads do

not use lspx, yq. After two concurrent scenes are

over, (Par) enables a confluence of α and β, i.e.,

α0.5 f pα0.5 ˚ βq. With Lemma 2.3 in [9] and Join

f, we can derive α ˚ β from α0.5 f pα0.5 ˚ βq. This

procedure of derivation is similar to normalization

in Section 5. Finally, α and β is eliminated by (La-

bel Elimination).

5 Decidable Entailment Checking by
normalization

Let us say that there are two symbolic heaps φ

and ψ. Entailment problem is checking φ |ù ψ.

Without permission values nor labels, it is decid-

able to solve the entailment problem for symbolic

heap with list segments predicate [2] [10]. Our ap-

proach to the entailment problem is to check en-

tailment of normal forms. The normalization cal-

culates fractional permission values of each label.

Consequently, a normal form is f-free and each la-

bel occurs in it at most once. By normalization,

we can reduce our entailment checking to the one

of [21] [16] known as decidable.

5. 1 Overall flow

For example, we want to check whether the en-

tailment relation is valid or not. This example from

Figure 4 is valid by Lemma 2.3.

@αlspx, yq ^@βlspa, bq ¦ pα0.5
f α0.5

q ˚ β
?
$

@αlspx, yq ^@βlspa, bq ¦ α0.5
f pα0.5

˚ βq

First, we derive normal forms by normalization.

@αlspx, yq ^@βlspa, bq ¦ α ˚ β
?
$

@αlspx, yq ^@βlspa, bq ¦ α ˚ β

Second, we eliminate all labels by our new entail-

ment rules (Label Equality Check) and (Left

Label elimination) in Figure 6. For the above

example, we have

J ¦ lspx, yq ˚ lspa, bq
?
$ J ¦ lspx, yq ˚ lspa, bq

by applying Label Equality Check.

Finally, the symbolic heaps become label-free,

permission-free, and f-free. That is, we can

check by existing entailment checking algorithm of

[16] [21].

5. 2 Normalization

The normalization calculates permission values

of each same label until a symbolic heap becomes

a normal form.

Definition 5.1 (Normal forms). The normal spa-

tial formula is defined as

Σnf ::“ απ
| Σ´ | Σnf ˚ Σnf

such that each label occurs at most once. A sym-

bolic heap Π | Σnf such that Σnf is a normal spatial

formula is called a normal form.

We define the function labelshpΠ ¦ Σq collecting

labels from symbolic heaps.

Definition 5.2. labelspΣq P PpLabelq is defined

as follows.

‚ labelspα
πq :“ tαu

‚ labelspΣ1 ˚ Σ2q :“ labelspΣ1q Y labelspΣ2q

‚ labelspΣ1 f Σ2q :“ labelspΣ1q Y labelspΣ2q

‚ labelspΣq :“ H (if there is not a label in Σ)

labelppΠq P PpLabelq is defined as follows.

‚ labelpp@αΣq :“ labelspΣq



tJ ¦ lspx, yq ˚ lspa, bqu

t@αlspx, yq ^@βlspa, bq ¦ α ˚ βu pLabel Introq of α and β

t@αlspx, yq ^@βlspa, bq ¦ pα0.5 f α0.5q ˚ βu pSplit fq of α

t@αlspx, yq ^@βlspa, bq ¦ α0.5 f pα0.5 ˚ βqu Lemma (f{˚ distribution) in [9]

t@αlspx, yq ¦ α0.5u t@αlspx, yq ^@βlspa, bq ¦ α0.5 ˚ βu pParq

t@αlspx, yq ¦ α0.5u pFrame Labelq of β

foo (x, y)

t@αlspx, yq ¦ α0.5u

t@αlspx, yq ^@βlspa, bq ¦ α0.5 ˚ βu pFrame Labelq of β

t@αlspx, yq ^@βlspa, bq ¦ α0.5 ˚ pβ0.5 f β0.5qu pSplit fq of β

t@βlspa, bq ¦ β0.5 f β0.5u pFrame Labelq of α

foo (x, y)

t@βlspa, bq ¦ β0.5u t@βlspa, bq ¦ β0.5u pParq

foo (a, b) foo (a, b)

t@βlspa, bq ¦ β0.5u t@βlspa, bq ¦ β0.5u

t@βlspa, bq ¦ β0.5 f β0.5u pParq

t@βlspa, bq ¦ βu pJoin fq of β

t@αlspx, yq ^@βlspa, bq ¦ α0.5 ˚ βu pFrame Labelq of α

t@αlspx, yq ¦ α0.5u

t@αlspx, yq ^@βlspa, bq ¦ α0.5 f pα0.5 ˚ βqu pParq

t@αlspx, yq ^@βlspa, bq ¦ pα0.5 f α0.5q ˚ βu Lemma (f{˚ distribution) in [9]

t@αlspx, yq ^@βlspa, bq ¦ α ˚ βu pJoin fq of α

tJ ¦ lspx, yq ˚ lspa, bqu pLabel Eliminationq of α and β

Figure4 Proof of the program in Section 4. 2

‚ labelppΠ1 ^Π2q :“ labelppΠ1q Y labelppΠ2q

‚ labelppΠq :“ H

(if there is not a @ formula in Π)

labelshpΠ ¦ Σq P PpLabelq is defined as follows.

‚ labelshpΠ ¦ Σq :“ labelppΠq Y labelspΣq

Definition 5.3 (Normalization). The normaliza-

tion function (normalizaton) on symbolic heaps is

defined in Figure 5.

Note that Π ¦ απ ˚ ασ entails that the heap de-

noted by α is empty. nEpΣq is the set of labels that

must denote the empty heap if Π ¦ Σ holds.

We show that symbolic heaps before and after

normalization are logically equivalent (Proposi-

tion 5.1) and. normalization always generates nor-

mal form (Proposition 5.2). To prove Proposition

5.1, there are several lemmas.

Lemma 5.1. If s, h, ρ |ù Π ¦ Σ and α P nEpΣq,

then dompρpαqq “ H.

Proof. We use induction on Σ.

1. For Σ´, nEpΣ
´q “ H

2. For α, nEpαq “ H

3. For Σ1fΣ2, nEpΣ1fΣ2q “ nEpΣ1qYnEpΣ2q

4. For Σ1 ˚Σ2, Let us say that α P plabelspΣ1qX

labelspΣ2qq Y nEpΣ1q Y nEpΣ2q.

‚ α P labelspΣ1q X labelspΣ2q

We will prove this case by showing contra-

diction.

s, h, ρ |ù Π ¦ Σ1 ˚ Σ2
def
ðñ Dh1, h2.h “

h1 ˝h2 (i.e., domph1qXdomph2q “ H) and

s, h1, ρ |ù Π ¦ Σ1 and s, h2, ρ |ù Π ¦ Σ2

Because α P labelspΣ1q X labelspΣ2q,



1. nspΣq:

‚ nspΣ
´q “ Σ´

‚ nspα
πq “ απ

‚ nspΣ1 ˚ Σ2q “

˚n
i“1 αi

πi`σi ˚ Σ1
1 ˚ Σ2

1

– nspΣ1q “ ˚n
i“1αi

πi ˚ Σ1
1

– nspΣ2q “ ˚n
i“1αi

σi ˚ Σ2
1

– α1ďiďn P labelspΣ1q X labelspΣ2q

‚ nspΣ1 f Σ2q “ nspΣ1 ˚ Σ2q

2. nEpΣq P Pplabelsq:
‚ nEpΣ1 ˚ Σ2q “ plabelspΣ1q X labelspΣ2qq

Y nEpΣ1q Y nEpΣ2q

‚ nEpΣ1 f Σ2q “ nEpΣ1q Y nEpΣ2q

‚ nEpΣ
´q “ nEpα

πq “ H

3. nppΠ, Lq for L P PpLabelq:
‚ nppΠ, Lq “ Π pif labelppΠq X L ‰ Hq

‚ npp@α ˚n
i“1 lspsi, tiq, Lq “

@αemp^
Źn

i“1 si “ ti pif α P Lq

‚ npp@αΣ
´, Lq “ nil ‰ nil^@αemp

pif α P L, and Σ´ ‰ ˚n
i“1lspsi, tiqq

‚ nppΠ1 ^Π2, Lq “ nppΠ1, Lq ^ nppΠ2, Lq

4. normalization on symbolic heaps:

‚ normalizationpΠ ¦ Σq “

nppΠ, nEpΣqq ¦ nspΣq.

Figure5 Normalization

ρpαq Ď domph1q and ρpαq Ď domph2q

hold. If dompρpαqq ‰ H then domph1q X

domph2q ‰ H, this is contradiction.

‚ α R labelspΣ1q X labelspΣ2q

– α P nEpΣ1q

s, h, ρ |ù Π ¦ Σ1 ˚Σ2
def
ðñ Dh1, h2.h “

h1 ˝h2 (i.e., domph1qXdomph2q “ H)

and s, h1, ρ |ù Π ¦ Σ1 and s, h2, ρ |ù

Π ¦ Σ2. By induction hypothesis,

dompρpαqq “ H.

– α P nEpΣ2q

The proof is the same as the above.

Lemma 5.2. If s, h, ρ |ù @α ˚n
i“1 lspsi, tiq^Π ¦ Σ

and dompρpαqq “ H, then for all i, spsiq “ sptiq.

Proof. s, h, ρ |ù @α ˚n
i“1 lspsi, tiq

ñ s, ρpαq, ρ |ù ˚n
i“1lspsi, tiq

ñ s, ρpαq, ρ |ù lspsi, tiq // for all i

ñ spsiq “ sptiq // for all i

Lemma 5.3. If α P nEpΣq and Σ ÞÑ contains ÞÑ,

then s, h, ρ * @αΣ ÞÑ ^Π ¦ Σ.

Proof. We will prove this proposition by showing

contradiction. By Proposition 5.1, if α P nEpΣq,

then dompρpαqq “ H. Let us say that

s, h, ρ |ù @αx ÞÑ y ðñ s, ρpαq, ρ |ù x ÞÑ y

This is contradiction because s, h, ρ |ù x ÞÑ y does

not hold if domphq “ H.

Lemma 5.4.

If s, h, ρ |ù Σ1fΣ2 and labelspΣ1qX labelspΣ2q “

H , then s, h, ρ |ù Σ1 ˚ Σ2.

Proof. s, h, ρ |ù Π ¦ Σ1 f Σ2
def
ðñ Dh1, h2.h “

h1 ˝ h2 and s, h1, ρ |ù Π ¦ Σ1 and s, h2, ρ |ù Π ¦ Σ2

There is not a label α s.t. α P domph1qXdomph2q

and for all different labels β and γ, dompρpβqq X

dompρpγqq “ H. Therefore, h1 ˝ h2 “ h1 ˝ h2 and

s, h, ρ |ù Π ¦ Σ1 ˚ Σ2 holds.

Proposition 5.1. Π ¦ Σ ” normalizationpΠ ¦ Σq

Proof. We will prove this proposition by using in-

duction on Σ.

1. nspΣ
´q “ Σ´, so this case is obvious.

2. nspα
πq “ απ, so this case is obvious.

3. For nspΣ1 ˚Σ2q “ ˚n
i“1αi

πi`σi ˚Σ1
1 ˚Σ2

1, we

will use induction. By induction hypothesis,

(a) and (b) satisfies Proposition 5.1.

(a) nspΣ1q “ ˚n
i“1αi

πi ˚ Σ1
1

(b) nspΣ2q “ ˚n
i“1αi

σi ˚ Σ2
1



(α1ďiďn P labelspΣ1q X labelspΣ2q)

s, h, ρ |ù
Źn

i“1 @αiemp^Π ¦ Σ1 ˚ Σ2

ðñ Dh1, h2.h “ h1 ˝ h2 and

s, h1, ρ |ù
Źn

i“1 @αiemp^Π ¦ Σ1 and

s, h2, ρ |ù
Źn

i“1 @αiemp^Π ¦ Σ2

ðñ s, h1, ρ |ù
Źn

i“1 @αiemp^Π ¦ ˚n
i“1 αi

πi ˚

Σ1
1 and

s, h2, ρ |ù
Źn

i“1 @αiemp^Π ¦ ˚n
i“1 αi

πi ˚ Σ2
1

(By the induction hypothesis)

ðñ s, h, ρ |ù
Źn

i“1 @αiemp ^ Π ¦ ˚n
i“1

αi
πi`σi ˚ Σ1

1 ˚ Σ2
1

(Since, for all 1 ď i ď n, dompρpαiqq “ H )

4. For nspΣ1 f Σ2q “ ˚n
i“1αi

πi`σi ˚ Σ1
1 ˚ Σ2

1,

we will use induction. By induction hypothe-

sis, (a) and (b) satisfies Proposition 5.1.

(a) nspΣ1q “ ˚n
i“1αi

πi ˚ Σ1
1

(b) nspΣ2q “ ˚n
i“1αi

σi ˚ Σ2
1

(α1ďiďn P labelspΣ1q X labelspΣ2q)

s, h, ρ |ù
Źn

i“1 @αiemp^Π ¦ Σ1 f Σ2

ðñ Dh1, h2.h “ h1¯̋h2 and

s, h1, ρ |ù
Źn

i“1 @αiemp^Π ¦ Σ1 and

s, h2, ρ |ù
Źn

i“1 @αiemp^Π ¦ Σ2

ðñ s, h1, ρ |ù
Źn

i“1 @αiemp^Π ¦ ˚n
i“1 αi

πi ˚

Σ1
1 and

s, h2, ρ |ù
Źn

i“1 @αiemp^Π ¦ ˚n
i“1 αi

πi ˚ Σ2
1

(By the induction hypothesis)

ðñ s, h, ρ |ù
Źn

i“1 @αiemp ^ Π ¦ ˚n
i“1

αi
πi`σi ˚ pΣ1

1 f Σ2
1q

(By Lemma 2.2 and Lemma 2.3)

ðñ s, h, ρ |ù
Źn

i“1 @αiemp ^ Π ¦ ˚n
i“1

αi
πi`σi ˚ pΣ1

1 ˚ Σ2
1q

(By Lemma 5.4)

Proposition 5.2. Normalization derives normal

form.

Proof. We will prove that nspΣq is a normal form

by using induction on Σ.

1. nspΣ
´q “ Σ´, and Σ´ is normal form.

2. nspα
πq “ απ, and απ is the normal form.

3. For nspΣ1 ˚ Σ2q, we will use induction. By

the induction hypothesis, (a) and (b) are nor-

mal forms.

(a) nspΣ1q “ ˚n
i“1αi

πi ˚ Σ1
1

(b) nspΣ2q “ ˚n
i“1αi

σi ˚ Σ2
1

(α1ďiďn P labelspΣ1q X labelspΣ2q)

By the induction hypothesis, Σ1
1 and Σ2

1 are

normal forms, so Σ1
1 and Σ2

1 are also nor-

mal forms. Consequently, nspΣ1 ˚ Σ2q “

˚n
i“1αi

πi`σi ˚ Σ1
1 ˚ Σ2

1 is normal form. That

is, each label αi appears at most once and f is

eliminated.

4. For nspΣ1 f Σ2q, nspΣ1 f Σ2q “ nspΣ1 ˚ Σ2q

and nspΣ1˚Σ2q is normal form, so nspΣ1fΣ2q

is also normal form.

5. 3 Decidable entailment check of normal

form

After normalization of symbolic heaps, we use

entailment check rules in Figure 6 to exclude la-

bels with fractional permissions and corresponding

@ formulas. We apply these rules repeatedly, then

symbolic heaps become label-free and permission-

free. Therefore, it is possible to reduce our entail-

ment checking problem to existing one of [21] [16]

known as decidable.

We show that the rules in Figure 6 are locally

sound and complete, that is, the upper entailment

is valid if and only if the lower one is valid.

Lemma 5.5. The rules in Figure 6 are locally

sound and complete.

Then, the entailment check algorithm for normal

forms is in Figure 7. This procedure terminates

since the number of labels in LHS decreases by ap-

plying each rule in Figure 6.

For line 1 in Figure 7, the satisfiability problem of

normal form in SLSH
LP can be solved by reducing the

satisfiability of symbolic heaps without permission

values in [10]. For normal form @αΣ
´^Π ¦ απ ˚Σ,



pLabel Equality Check qp:q

Π ¦ Σ1 ˚ Σ $ Π1 ¦ Σ1
1
˚ Σ1

@αΣ1 ^Π ¦ απ
˚ Σ $ @αΣ1

1
^Π1 ¦ απ

˚ Σ1

pLeft Label Eliminationq

Π ¦ Σ1 ˚ Σ $ Π1 ¦ Σ1

@αΣ1 ^Π ¦ α ˚ Σ $ Π1 ¦ Σ1

pEmpty Label Eliminationqp:q

Π ¦ Σ $ Π1 ¦ Σ1

@αemp^Π ¦ απ
˚ Σ $ Π1 ¦ Σ1

(:) : α is fresh

Figure6 Proof rules for Entailments of normal form

Input: φ $ ψ (φ and ψ are normal forms)

Output: Valid or Invalid

1: if φ is satisfiable then

2: if labelshpψq ´ labelshpφq ‰ H then

3: return Invalid

4: else if αi P labelshpφq X labelshpψq then

5: if permission values of αi in φ and ψ are different then

6: return Invalid (Since, applying Label Equality Check is impossible)

7: else apply Label Equality Check for each αi and do EC recursively

8: end if

9: else if αi P labelshpφq ´ labelshpψq then

10: if @αiΣ
´ (Σ´ is not emp) and permission value of αi is less than 1 then

11: return Invalid

12: else apply Left Label Elimination or Empty Label Elimination

13: end if

14: else apply existing entailment checker (Since, input symbolic heaps are label-free)

15: end if

16: else return Valid

17: end if

Figure7 Entailment check algorithm : EC

we have
@αΣ

´ ^Π ¦ απ ˚ Σ is satisfiable

ðñ @αΣ
´ ^Π ¦ α ˚ Σ is satisfiable

(by forgetting permission values)

ðñ Π ¦ Σ´ ˚ Σ : satisfiable

(by Label Elimination).
For lines 3, 6, and 11, we can see that any normal

form entailment that contains a label and that no

rule can be applied is invalid.

Lemma 5.6. Suppose that ϕ and ψ are normal

forms, and ϕ is satisfiable and contains a label. If

ϕ $ ψ cannot be a lower entailment of either of the

rules in Figure 6, then ϕ $ ψ is invalid.

If all of the labels are eliminated by applying the

rules in Figure 6, the resulting entailment is label-

free. Hence, we can use the existing entailment

checking algorithm (line 14).

In combination with normalization, we prove the

decidability of the entailment checking in SLSH
LP .



Theorem 5.1. Entailment checking in SLSH
LP is

decidable.
6 Conclusion

We propose the subsystem of the concurrent sep-

aration logic with fractional permissions [9] by re-

stricting the formulas to symbolic heaps, which

are suitably tractable fragments for automating the

verification. Also, our result extends the scope

of the decidable entailment checking system of

Berdine et al. [4] [21] [16] to restricted concurrent

separation logic with fractional permissions and la-

bels. That is, the main contribution of this paper is

dealing widely studied topics symbolic heap and en-

tailment checking within the restricted subsystem

of SLLP .

Unlike Brotherston et al. [9], SLSH
LP does not

have separating implication (´̊ ). Because we found

out that including ´̊ in our syntax makes our logic

undecidable. Therefore, to give up expressing ´̊

was for the cost of decidable entailment check in

our current research. Unfortunately, without ´̊ ,

we cannot describe a complicated scene of a con-

current program such that a part of the variable

gets writable permission, so the value of this vari-

able is updated, and other concurrent threads also

use the variable.

Consequently, an obvious way to proceed is re-

laxing SLSH
LP to cover a broader concurrent pro-

gram. In our opinion, it is inevitable to include ´̊

in our syntax for this. We are willing to find an-

other subsystem with ´̊ keeping our achievements

in the current work.

An even greater challenge is solving shape anal-

ysis problem [14] based on our logic. This problem

is discovering shapes of the heap structure during a

program’s execution as a form of pointer analysis.

For example, w.r.t. lspx, yq, this checks aliasing of

variable x and y and furthermore, deeper properties

of the heap (e.g., is lspx, yq acyclic?). This prob-

lem theoretically rests on bi-abduction discovering

best fit solutions for applications of the Frame rule

[11] [12]. In the current work’s setting, our further

work is deciding how applications of Parallel rule

divide different labels between threads.

We hope this paper stimulates interest in sym-

bolic heaps and their entailment checking of the

concurrent logic system SLLP of Brotherston et al.

[9].
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